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Abstract

Matching algorithms use random�start local search

and a �D pose recovery algorithm to �nd optimal

matches between �D object models and �D image fea�

tures� An algorithm using only a weak�perspective ap�

proximation to full �D perspective solves a subset of

the test problems presented� A second algorithm al�

ways uses an iterative �D pose algorithm to account

for �D perspective and solves all test problems includ�

ing those with varying �D perspective� A third hybrid

algorithm uses weak�perspective to direct search and

�D pose to periodically correct for perspective� It is

faster than the second� A fourth algorithm is a hybrid

which also uses a technique called �subset�convergence�

to escape from some local optima� It performs best on

the most di�cult matching problems�

� Introduction

Most work on matching three�dimensional ��D�
geometric object models to features extracted from
two�dimensional ��D� images neglects �D perspective�
More precisely� matching typically fails to quantita�
tively account for changes in object pose and associ�
ated projection of the model into the image� Instead�
it is typical to require restrictions on the ways the
appearance of an object can vary in an image� For in�
stance� many matching techniques rely upon geomet�
ric constraints implied by small numbers of matched
geometric features� This is a problem because these
constraints generally do not hold under perspective�

Our work instead emphasizes optimization and
the use of optimization algorithms based upon local
search� a well established technique for solving dif�
�cult combinatorial optimization problems 	Pap
���
Our algorithms dynamically best��t object models
to image features for competing matches� and con�
sequently our original algorithms 	Bev
�� Bev�� now
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have practical generalizations which handle perspec�
tive 	Bev��a� Bev��b� Bev���� A detailed account of
all this work may be found in Beveridge�s Ph�D� dis�
sertation 	Bev����

To handle perspective� the closed�form �D �tting
techniques presented in 	Bev�� are replaced or sup�
plemented with an iterative non�linear algorithm de�
veloped by Kumar 	Kum
�� Kum��� Kum���� Ku�
mar�s algorithm brings the projection of a �D model
into alignment with corresponding image features and
thereby �nds the best��t �D pose �position and ori�
entation� of the object model relative to the camera�
These algorithms make it possible to solve previously
unsolvable recognition problems arising in the context
of indoor robot navigation� This paper compares four
distinct local search matching algorithms applied to
landmark recognition problems�

� Previous Work and �D Perspective

An important distinction between our work and
that which has come before concerns the way �D fea�
tures on a model are assumed to map to the �D im�
age plane� This mapping will here be called imaging�
Most prior work has replaced full�perspective �a pin�
hole camera model� imaging with less general imaging
models� A large body of work uses �D models or �D
projections of �D models� When there is a �D model�
imaging is treated as a two step process with the object
model projected into the image once from a particular
pose and all subsequent changes made by subjecting
the �D projection to �D a�ne transformations� Us�
ing a four parameter a�ne � rotation� translation and
scale � a weakened form of perspective imaging called
here weak�perspective��D results� Fixing scale yields
�D�rigid imaging � Table � describes conditions con�
ducive to �D�rigid and weak�perspective��D imaging
along with examples of previous work to use each�

Matching algorithms using weak�perspective��D
and �D�rigid cannot adjust the appearance of the
object model to account for many potential changes
in object pose� To partially overcome this limita�
tion� scaled�orthographic projection is sometimes used



to map between �D object features and the �D im�
age� This form of imaging will be here called weak�

perspective��D� Because the pose of the �D object may
be changed using weak�perspective��D it can handle
wide variations in pose� However� it does not induce
vanishing points and will distort the appearance of ob�
jects with points di�ering signi�cantly in depth� A
sampling of researchers to use weak�perspective��D
are listed in Table ��

To the best of our knowledge� only ourselves
and Lowe have demonstrated matching with full�
perspective imaging� There are perhaps two reasons
for this� First� determining the pose of an object un�
der full�perspective is not trivial� Second� common
approaches rely upon local geometric constraints as�
sociated with sets of corresponding features� These
sets must be larger for full�perspective than for the
simpler imaging models� For example� in geometric
hashing 	Lam

�� � points are required to establish a
basis under weak�perspective��D imaging while full�
perspective requires � points�

� Local Search Matching

Local search refers to a broad class of combinato�
rial optimization techniques which iteratively search a
locally de�ned neighborhood until they arrive at lo�
cally optimal solutions 	Pap
��� Multiple independent
random trials are often used to increase the odds of
seeing a near optimal solution� Di�erent algorithms
may use di�erent local neighborhoods� employ di�er�
ent strategies for searching the neighborhood� and use
di�erent ways of evaluating competing solutions�

Four speci�c local search matching algorithms tai�
lored to model matching are described below and their
performance is analyzed on a series of hallway land�
mark recognition problems� The analysis exempli�es
how a set of example problems can be used to char�
acterize algorithm performance� All the algorithms
tested here minimize a ��t plus omission� match error
described in the following section�

��� Minimize Fit plus Omission

To compensate for errors in image feature extrac�
tion� many�to�manymappings between model and im�
age features are supported� Hence� the space C of
possible matches is the powerset of all possibly corre�
sponding pairs of model segments m � M and data
segments d � D�

C � �S S � M �D ���

A match error function is de�ned over C� and the op�
timal match c� minimizes this error function�

Ematch�c
�� � Ematch�c� �c � C ���

Imaging Used by � � �

�D�rigid
Flat objects perpendicular
to the camera� The dis�
tance from the camera is
known�

Kalvin �Kal���
Grimson �Gri���
Stockman �Sto���
Hwang �Hwa���
Beveridge �Bev���

Weak�perspective��D
Flat objects perpendicular
to the camera but at un�
known distance and place�
ment relative to the cam�
era� Also useful for gen�
eral 	D objects given fur�
ther restrictions upon pos�
sible viewpoint�

Ayache �Aya���
Gottschalk �Got���
Costa �Cos�
�
Grimson �Gri�
�
Beveridge �Bev�
�
Cass �Cas���

Weak�perspective�	D
Any 	D object shallow in
depth and viewed from any
arbitrary viewpoint� Some
distortion induced for all
but perfectly �at objects�

Lowe �Low���
Thompson �Tho���
Huttenlocher �Hut�
�

Full�perspective
Any 	D object viewed
from any arbitrary view�
point� An initial approx�
imate pose estimate is re�
quired�

Lowe �Low��
Beveridge �Bev��b�

Table �� Previous work by imaging model�

The match error� Ematch� is a combination of two
terms�

Ematch�c� �

�
�

��

�
E�t�c� � Eom�c� ���

E�t�c� is a residual squared�error obtained by �tting
the model to the corresonding data� Eom penalizes
matches which omit portions of the model from the
match� The weighting coe�cient � controls the rela�
tive importance of these factors� The omission error
Eom is de�ned to be a non�linear function of the frac�
tion of the model line segments not covered by data
line segments�

����� Weak�perspective Fitting

The �t error E�t�c� used in weak�perspective match�
ing is a normalized function of the integrated squared

perpendicular distance �ISPD� between data segments
and in�nitely extended model lines� More precisely�
the �D model is rotated� translated and scaled in the



image plane so as to minimize the sum of ISPD be�
tween corresponding segments and the residual ISPD
is normalized to produce E�t�c��
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Figure �� Points on data segment � project perpendic�
ularly onto model line A� The perpendicular distance
at any point along � may be written as a function v�t��

The ISPD between a pair of segments may be writ�
ten solely in terms of the perpendicular distance to
endpoints� To see this� observe in Figure � how the
distance v between a model line A and data segment
� may be written as a function of parameter t�

v�t� � v� � �v� � v��
t

�
 � t � �� ���

The de�nite integral of v�t�� over the length of the
data � segment has a relatively simple form�

ISPD �

Z �

�

v� �t� dt �
�

�

�
v�
� � v�v� � v�

�

�
� ���

����� Object Pose Under �D Perspective

The basis for Kumar�s algorithm 	Kum
�a� lies in the
realization that� in the absence of errors� a model line
in ��space lies in a plane de�ned by the projection of
this line in the image plane and the focal point of the
camera� This relation is illustrated in Figure �� The
origin of the camera coordinate system is the camera
focal point� and the focal point plus the two endpoints
of an image line segment de�ne a plane in ��space� If
the image line segment is the projection of a line in
the �D world� then this �D world line segment must

lie on this plane� Due to noise� the segment usually
will not lie exactly in the plane� but the distance from
the �D world segment to the plane should be small�
Kumar�s pose algorithm solves for a rigid transforma�
tion which minimizes the sum�of�squared distances be�
tween points on �D world lines and these planes� The
method for solving this nonlinear least�squares opti�
mization algorithm is adapted from Horn 	Hor��� and
in particular uses quaternions to represent rotation in
order to speed convergence� Several extensions to Ku�
mar�s algorithmwhich make it better for matching are
described in Beveridge�s Ph�D� dissertation 	Bev����

Minimize E�t � E

E �
Pn
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Figure �� Point�to�plane �t for �D pose algorithm�

��� Hallway Navigation

Perspective must be accounted for to solve some in�
door landmark�based robot navigation problems� For
example� a robot moving through a hallway will ex�
perience dramatic perspective e�ects associated with
even modest movements� This is illustrated in Fig�
ure �� Figure �a shows � di�erent poses for a robot�
A partial wire frame model of the hallway is shown
in relation to these poses� Figure �b shows the promi�
nent model or landmark features as they would appear
from each of the � indicated poses�

The partial hallway model� the � pose estimates�
and the two images shown in Figures �a and �b form
the basis for the experiments presented below� The
goal of the experiments in Section ����� is to recover
the true pose that produced the image of Figure �a�
each of the � pose estimates shown in Figure � will be
used as initial estimates of robot position� The goal of
the experiment in Section ����� is to recover the pose
from which each of the two images in Figure � were
taken given the other pose as an intiial estimate�

��� Four Matching Algorithms

Four local search matching algorithms are pre�
sented in this section� The �rst is a weak�
perspective algorithm and the remaining three are
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Figure �� Perspective views of landmarks� a� Robot
in relation to a partial hallway model� b� Landmark
features as they would appear from each of the � poses�

full�perspective algorithms� meaning they use Ku�
mar�s pose algorithm to vary �D perspective dur�
ing matching� Table � summarizes the major at�
tributes of the four algorithms� Each algorithm is
brie�y described below and a fuller description may be
found in Beveridge�s Ph�D� dissertation 	Bev���� Ad�
ditionally� the weak�perspective�steepest�descent algo�
rithm appears in 	Bev��� the full�perspective�inertial�
descent algorithm in 	Bev��a�� the hybrid�weak�full�
perspective�algorithm in 	Bev��b�� and the hybrid�
subset�convergent algorithm in 	Bev����

Table �� Comparing matching algorithm attributes�

����� Weak�perspective Steepest�Descent

�a�

�b�

Figure �� Hallway images� a� Image �� b� Image ��

This and subsequent algorithms use a local neighbor�
hood de�ned as all correspondences c� obtained by
adding or removing a single pair s � S from the cur�
rent correspondence c� Figure � illustrates the search
of such a neighborhood using a steepest�descent strat�
egy� Traces of two examples of local search are in�
dicated by the rows in the two tables in Figure �� A
�lled�in square indicates a pair of model�data segments
are included in a match� The �rst row in each ta�
ble indicates a randomly selected correspondence and
the �nal row one which is locally optimal� Succes�
sive rows di�er by only one pair of segments� This is
called the Hamming�distance�� neighborhood because
when correspondences are represented as bit strings
the neighborhood consists of all strings within Ham�
ming distance � of the current string�



A B C D E F G H I J
2 4 5 19 21 22 26 30 32 3 16 17 20 23 24 25 27 28 29 31 33 12 14 10 11 7 13 15 18 10 11 0 9 8 6 1Row Error

  1  52.52

  2  13.84

  3   6.23

  4   4.71

  5   3.13

  6   0.72

  7   0.40

  8   0.27

  9   0.19

 10   0.12

 11   0.09

Example of steepest-descent search leading to globally optimal match
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Example of steepest-descent search leading to locally optimal match
A B C D E F G H I J

2 4 5 19 21 22 26 30 32 3 16 17 20 23 24 25 27 28 29 31 33 12 14 10 11 7 13 15 18 10 11 0 9 8 6 1Row Error
  1  35.11

  2  13.60

  3   9.57

  4   3.80

  5   1.50

  6   1.17

  7   0.94

  8   0.80

  9   0.79

 10   0.74

 11   0.71

 12   0.70

Figure �� Example of steepest�descent local search us�
ing weak�perspective�

Search moves from the initial match to successively
better matches by considering all neighboring matches
and moving to the one which is best� Using the ISDP
measure de�ned earlier� the model is �t to the data
for each neighbor and the associated match error is
determined� The matching problem illustrated is for
the hallway model as projected from pose � and a
subset of the straight line segments extracted using
the Burns algorithm 	Bur
�� from the image shown in
Figure�a� In this case weak�perspective is adequate to
reasonably �t the projected model to the data� The
top table shows a trace of local search which termi�
nates with the globally optimal match illustrated on
the bottom left of Figure �� The lower table shows
a trace terminating with the locally but not globally
optimal match shown in the lower right�

With all our local search algorithm� multiple trials
are run to increase the odds of �nding the optimal
match� When the initial correspondences are selected
independently and at random� the probability of fail�
ing to �nd the globally optimal match over a series
of trials is conjunctive� Thus� even if the probability
of success on a single trial� Ps� is fairly low� a modest
number of trials is generally su�cient to �nd the glob�
ally optimal match with high con�dence� The proba�
bility of success Ps is in some sense a measure of an al�
gorithm�s performance and Section ��� will begin the

comparison of di�erent algorithms by estimating Ps
for each� When the weak�perspective�steepest�descent
algorithm is used for landmark based navigation� the
�D pose algorithm is used at the end of matching to
infer robot position from the best weak�perspective
match�

����� Full�perspective�Inertial�Descent

The full�perspective�inertial�descent algorithm uses a
modi�ed version of the match error in which the �t
error E�t is de�ned to be a function of the residual
point�to�plane squared error terms used by the �D
pose algorithmand illustrated in Figure �� This means
the �D pose of the object model relative to the cam�
era is computed for every match which is tested� i�e�
each of the n neighbors in the Hamming�Distance��
neighborhood�

Evaluating the n neighboring matches using the �D
pose algorithm is computationally demanding� Using
steepest�descent� n �D poses would be computed be�
fore every move� To save computation� a modi�ed
strategy named here inertial�descent attempts to �nd
a sequence of moves each time the neighborhood is
evaluated� To do this� when the n neighbors of a cur�
rent match are evaluated� those neighborhood trans�
formations which lead to better matches are ranked in
order of improvement and stored in a list� Provided
this list is not empty� the algorithm applies the �rst
transformation and thus moves to a guaranteed bet�
ter match state� Then the algorithm tests whether
the second ranked transformation applied to this new
match generates an even better match� If it does� it
repeats this process until either the list of transforma�
tions is exhausted or a transformation is encountered
which no longer yields improvement� and then all n
neighbors are tested and a new list built�

To emphasize that new �D poses are generated dur�
ing search� Figure � shows the projection of the land�
mark from intermediate matches for one execution of
the inertial�descent algorithm� In this example the
landmark is being matched to data extracted from
the image shown in Figure �b� Since the �D pose
algorithm is used by this and the following two algo�
rithms� these algorithm determine the position of the
robot relative to the landmarks when used for land�
mark recognition�

����� Hybrid Weak� and Full�perspective

Fitting the projection of the landmark using the
closed�form weak�perspective algorithm takes roughly
an order of magnitude less compuatation than com�
puting �D pose using Kumar�s algorithm� For e��
ciency� the hybrid�weak�full�perspective algorithm is
used because it employs the closed�form algorithm to



 84.48  10.21   2.94   0.77

  0.66   0.59   0.49   0.41

Figure �� Landmark projections for full�perspective�
inertial�descent example�

�t a projection of the landmark to each of the n neigh�
boring matches� Only when a new match becomes
the current match is the �D pose recomputed and the
model reprojected�

After reprojecting the model�Ematch measured rel�
ative to the new �D projection can actually increase�
To avoid premature termination of search in these
cases� search is permitted to continue for a �xed num�
ber of moves even if Ematch is increasing� Up to
� moves were permitted in the experiments reported
here� Checks must be put in to prevent search from
cycling back to the already discovered best match� A
variant of local search called tabu search 	Glo
�� em�
bodies this idea� moves which in some sense lead back�
wards are taboo �Glover uses spelling �tabu��� For the
hybrid�weak�full�perspective a move is taboo if it adds
or removes a pair of model�data features already added
or removed since the last best match was found�

����� Hybrid Subset�Convergent

We�ve developed a strategy for getting out of local
optima which we call subset�convergent local search�
The underlying idea is to test whether subsets of a lo�
cally optimalmatch in the Hamming�distance�� neigh�
borhood are �consistent� with the overall match� and
more importantly� by testing subsets to escape from
poor quality locally optimal matches�

The hybrid�subset�convergent algorithm searches
using the hybrid�weak�full�perspective algorithm un�
til it �nds a local optima using this algorithm� It then
initiates search using this same algorithm from subsets
of this locally optimal match� These subsets include
model�data pairs associated with selected model line
segments� In keeping with all our past work� only
four preselected subsets of model segments are used�
These subsets are selected based by automated heuris�
tic procedure which attempts to select pairs of model
segments as subsets which are long and come close to
meeting at a common point� In the experiments which

follow� the pairs of segments �A�D�� �B�C�� �F� I� and
�E� J� as labeled in Figure � are used�

Because search is initiated from subsets only after
matches locally optimal using the hybrid�weak�full�
perspective algorithm are found� the hybrid�subset�
convergent algorithm will always do as well or better
than the hybrid�weak�full�perspective algorithm on a
single trial� A full description of the subset�convergent
control strategy for local search appears in Beveridge�s
Ph�D� dissertation 	Bev����

��� Comparing Algorithm Performance

This comparison is divided into two experiments�
The �rst involves recognizing the hallway landmark
segments in Image � from each of the � initial pose
estimates shown in Figure �a� A second experiment
involves a greater error in the initial pose estimate�

����� Experiment �� Modest Pose Errors�

Each of the algorithms introduced above is tested on
the task of recovering the true pose or our robot� pose
�� from each of the estimates shown in Figure �a� The
true pose is ���� feet from the doorway and � feet from
each of the two side walls� The estimates are obtained
by introducing translation errors of � feet forward and
backward and � feet side�to�side�

In establishing the search spaces for each of the
landmark matching problems� the predicted appear�
ances of the landmarks� shown in Figure �b� are used
to determine the sets of candidate pairs� A model�
data pair s � �m� d� � M �D is an element of set S
if�

�� d is within � degrees of m�

�� d is within ��
 pixels of m�

�� d is at least ��� the length of m�

�� d and m have the same sign�of�contrast�

The �rst test �lters candidate pairs based upon rela�
tive orientation� The second is a rough proximity test�
the image is ��� pixels across� so the threshold of ��

pixels represents one quarter of the distance across the
image� The third test removes excessively small frag�
ments from consideration� The thresholds for these
three tests are picked based upon experience with the
domain� and are adequate to insure that the correct
match is contained in the resultant search space�

The fourth constraint� sign�of�contrast� is useful in
a domain such as the hallway� where many of the seg�
ments are the result of surface markings rather than
occlusion� For example� it is known with certainty
that the top edge of the baseboards in the hallway will
be light on top and dark on the bottom� and therefore
straight line segments extracted from the image with



the opposite contrast need not be considered� How�
ever� sign�of�contrast is not a reliable constraint for
occlusion edges where the background surfaces will
vary� To test the importance of the sign�of�contrast
constraint in helping to solve these landmark match�
ing problems� all the matching experiments in this sec�
tion will be conducted using candidate pairs obtained
with and without this constraint� The set S denotes
pairs �ltered on contrast and set �S not �ltered on con�
trast� Typically� ignoring sign�of�contrast doubles the
number of pairs� and Table � shows the exact size of
these sets for all � initial pose estimates�

Initial Pose Estimate
 � 	 � � � � � �

jSj � �� �	 	� 	� �	 �� �� ��

j �Sj �� �� � �� �� �� �� �� �

Table �� Size of candidate pair sets with�without the
sign�of�contrast� Pairs S are tested for compatible
sign�of�contrast� pairs �S are not�

All three algorithms using the �D pose algorithm
during matching recover the true pose in all the ex�
periments conducted for this section �� In fact� they
all reliably �nd exactly the same optimal correspon�
dence in the �
 matching problems resulting from the
� initial pose estimates and the two sets of candidate
pairs S and �S� Consequently� the robot�s true pose is
recovered to within the accuracy bounds of our pose
algorithm 	Kum�� �� The weak�perspective�steepest�
descent algorithm did equally well for initial pose es�
timates �� � and �� where the landmark projections
could successfully be rotated� translated and scaled
to reasonably �t the actual data� However� for the
other cases the �D pose estimates derived from the
best matches di�ered from the true pose� They were
o� by � to � feet in � of the � cases� and by nearly 

feet in one case�

Between � and � trials of random�start local
search for each of the four algorithms was run on each
of the �
 matching problems� Both the fractions of the
runs �nding the globally optimal match and the aver�
age run�time per trial were recorded for each algorithm
applied to each problem� The maximum likelihood es�
timate of the probability of successfully �nding the

globally optimal match on a single trial �Ps is simply
the ratio of the number of times the globally match
was found over the total number of trials run� These

�Only the position portion of the pose estimate associated
with a match is considered�

�Speaking loosely� for these problems the �D pose algorithm
appears accurate to within roughly � inches�

estimates are plotted in Figure �� Figure �a shows �Ps
for each of the � pose estimates and candidate pairs

S �ltered by sign�of�contrast� Figure �b shows �Ps for
the corresponding � problems using candidate pairs �S
in which the sign�of�contrast constraint is ignored�
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Figure �� �Ps for matching from � pose estimates� a�
Candidate pairs �ltered by sign�of�contrast� b� Candi�
date pairs not �ltered by sign�of�contrast�

The �Ps values drop when sign�of�contrast is not

taken into account� As measured by �Ps� matching
problems not using the sign�of�contrast constraint are
considerably more di�cult to solve� A potential gen�
eral explanation for the di�erence lies in size of the
search spaces in the two cases� Without the sign�of�
contrast constraint the set of candidate pairs roughly
doubles in size� and the search space grows astronom�
ically from about ��� to ���� states� There is another
factor quite particular to this problem� Without the
sign�of�contrast constraint� the upper and lower bor�
ders of the hallway baseboards are locally ambiguous�



The tops of the baseboard in the model can quite read�
ily match the bottoms in the image� and vice versa�

Another thing to observe from the plots in Fig�
ure � is the relative performance of the four algo�
rithms� Consistently in both cases� the hybrid�subset�
convergent algorithm is nearly as good as or better
than the full�perspective�inertial�descent algorithm�
explain that it must perform as well because it goes

beyond local optima of hybrid� As is to be expected�
the hybrid�subset�convergent algorithm outperforms
the hybrid�weak�full�perspective algorithm� Finally�
the weak�perspective�steepest�descent algorithm typi�
cally does worse than the other three�

The next set of plots� Figures 
a and 
b� show the
estimated run�time� �rs� required to be con�dent of
�nding the globally optimal match� To compute �rs�
�rst the number of trials �ts required to �nd the glob�
ally optimal match with probability ��� or better is
computed using the following equation�

�ts � dlog��� �Ps� ��e� ���

This equation is derived from the fact that probability
of failure to see the globally optimal match in a series
of t independent trials is conjunctive �see Beveridge�s
Ph�D� dissertation 	Bev�����

The estimated run�time �rs is the average time per
trial r multiplied by �ts� The average run�times re�
ported here are for a T� I� Explorer II Lisp Machine�

As with the values for �Ps� perhaps the most striking
di�erence is the increase in estimated run�time for the
problems not utilizing the sign�of�contrast constraint�
The range of the plot in Figure 
a is � minutes� while
the range for the plot in Figure 
b is � hours� Again�
it must be remembered that the search space in the
latter case is incomparably larger�

Overall� the hybrid�weak�full�perspective algorithm
seems to be outperforming the others� A new C ver�
sion of this algorithm running on a Decstation �
is roughly � times faster than the Lisp Machine
version� and using this version� the hybrid�weak�full�
perspective algorithm solves these problems in be�
tween � to � seconds when sign�of�contrast is taken
into account�

����� Experiment �� Larger Pose Errors�

In this second experiment� the pose for image � shown
in Figure �a is given as the initial estimate of robot
pose when the true pose is that for image � shown in
Figure �b� and vice versa� Both the landmark pro�
jections from the initial pose estimates� as well as the
best matches� are shown for these two problems in
Figure ��

These are di�cult matching problems� In one case
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Figure 
� Estimated run�times for matching from �
pose estimates �C version is roughly � times faster��
a� Using sign�of�contrast constraint� b� Not using the
sign�of�contrast constraint�

half the expected segments are not visible while in the
other many unexpected segments are visible� Addi�
tionally� the proximity constraint for selecting candi�
date pairs S is relaxed to include all segments d within
��� pixels in order to account for the greater uncer�
tainty in pose� For these problems� � trials are used

to estimate �Ps�

The results are summarized in Table �� Only the
three algorithms capable of handling full�perspective
were tested on these problems� Comparing the run�
times �rs using each algorithm� the hybrid�subset�
convergent is superior to the other two�

A basic tradeo� in local search is whether to run
a few expensive trials that are more likely to suc�
ceed or instead many cheaper trials that are less likely
to succeed� The full�perspective�inertial�descent al�



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure �� Confusing poses for images � and �� a�
landmark projection from pose � overlaying image �
data� b� optimal match� c� landmark projection from
pose � overlaying image � data� d� optimal match�

gorithm is slow but reliable� �nding the globally op�
timal match with modestly high probability on each
trial� but taken a long time to run each trial� In con�
trast� the hybrid�weak�and�full�perspective only �nds
the optimal match in � or � out of every � trials�
but each trial runs in comparatively little time� In
this particular case� the two factors balance� and the
run�time �rs is lower for the full�perspective�inertial�
descent algorithm on one of the two matching prob�
lems� and higher on the other problem� Interestingly�
the hybrid�subset�convergent lies in between these two
extremes� and in terms of �rs it out performs both�

� Conclusion

Weak�perspective matching algorithms are inade�
quate for landmark�based robot navigation in a hall�
way� at least for the types of line�segment�based geo�
metric matching problems studied here� The failure of
the weak�perspective�steepest�descent algorithm has
been demonstrated� These problems provided a pow�
erful incentive to develop quantitatively the accurate
full�perspective matching algorithms presented here�

The experiments with di�erent full�perspective
matching algorithms have shown that it is the hybrid

Image � to Image 

Algorithm� �Ps r �ts �rs
Full�perspective�inertial�descent 
��� �� � � ���
Hybrid�weak�full�perspective 
�
� � �� ���
Hybrid�subset�convergent 
�
� �� 	� �



Image  to Image �

Algorithm� �Ps r �ts �rs
Full�perspective�inertial�descent 
�� �	 � � 	�
Hybrid�weak�full�perspective 
�
 � ��� � ���
Hybrid�subset�convergent 
�
�  �� �	�

Table �� Matching results when poses for Image � and

Image � are confused� The probability of success �Ps�
average run�time per trial r� required trials �ts� and
estimated run�time to solve the problem �rs are shown
for each algorithm applied to each matching problem�
Times are reported in seconds�

algorithms� which blend the use of weak�perspective
and full�perspective evaluation of matches during

search� which perform best� They categorically beat
the weak�perspective algorithm� which fails to �nd
the proper match when the initial estimate of the
�D object�s pose introduces perspective distortion�
and dramatically outperform the more brute�force
full�perspective�inertial�descent algorithm in terms of
speed� The hybrid�weak�full�perspective algorithm
appears to perform somewhat better in terms of over�
all run�time for the modest pose error problems in
Section ������ while the hybrid�subset�convergent ver�
sion is more economical on the problems with larger
initial pose error tested in Sections ������
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